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“When I say, “Think outside
the shoe,” I mean that any
challenge, any obstacle can
be addressed in a different
way and it can be figured
out in a different way.”

Jessica Cox
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Examples of Activities
Look, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.

Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Draw a mind map with the
key information.
Step 3: Add and extra information
that provides more detail about the
topic

Step 1: Read, cover and recreate the
diagram.

Step 2: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram
and give
Step 6: Check your answers with a
specific examples.
tick for correct answers or a cross for
Step 4: Check your answers using the Step 3: Check your answers using
incorrect.
information in all three sections of your class notes or ask your teacher
to check in your next lesson.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with
the Knowledge Organiser.
the information from that section.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
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English

Year 9 Studying Shakespeare

Genre Conventions (Typical features of a Shakespearean tragedy)

Analysing texts – what, why, how

Soliloquy

Tragedy

WHAT has the writer
done?

The writer has:
explored/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/ focused upon…

Iambic Pentameter

Hamartia

How has the writer
done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun “__________” which suggests
______________

WHY has the writer
done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to: Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/
entertain/educate/challenge
The writer might also have wanted the reader to:
Feel (insert emotion) because…
Empathise with…because
Understand that…because…

Foreshadowing

Villain

Stage Directions

Fate

Use of tier 3 techniques (see yellow box)

Vocabulary tier 2
Unrequited (adj)

Subservient (adj)

Institute (n)

Definitions

A feeling that is not returned—usually we use this in relation
to love (unrequited love) - when you love someone but they
don’t love you

Vocabulary – tier 3 Definitions
Juxtaposition

placing two or more things side by side often to compare or
contrast or to create an interesting effect

Hamartia

a fatal flaw leading to the downfall of a tragic hero or heroine

To willingly obey others, and to be seen as less important
than others.

Foreshadowing Warning about or indicating a future event in a text

an organization having a particular purpose, especially one
that is involved with science, education, or a specific
profession.

Rhyme

When two or more words have similar sounds in them for example
cat, bat, sat

Pathetic fallacy When the weather and lighting is used to reflect or create a mood
Emphasis (n)

Integrity (n)

or atmosphere

special importance, value, or prominence given to something

the quality of being honest and having strong moral
principles.

Metaphor

When something is described as something else

Simile

When something is described as being similar to something else
using the words ‘like’ or ‘as’

Subject: Maths Year: 9 Term: Autumn 2
Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Tier 3 vocabulary Definition

Section 2: Key Fact/Methods/Processes/Questions

axis

The lines that form a graph

X-axis
Y-axis
equation

origin

The horizontal axis
The vertical axis
An algebraic statement
where both sides are equal
The measure of how steep
a line is
The point exactly in the
middle of a line
Two numbers used to
indicate the position of a
point e.g. (3,4)
The set of values that a
given
function can give.
Where a line crosses the yaxis
The start of the axes (0,0)

Find the gradient of
these lines.
Draw in a rightangled triangle
connecting the two
coordinates.

intersect

Where two lines cross

Function

A combination of rules that
change one number into
another number

Tier 2 vocabulary

Definition

straight line

A line with no bends or
corners
Parallel to the horizon

gradient
midpoint
coordinates

Range of a function

Y-intercept

horizontal
vertical
slope

At right angles to the
horizon
A line that is at an angle
(not horizontal or vertical)

Section 3: Possible exam/CAF-style questions

a) Complete the table of values for y=3x + 3

Table of Values

Coordinates:(-3,0)

b) draw the graph of y=3x + 3 values of x from 0 to 5
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Year 9 Maths
Find the midpoints:
w/b 1st November

a) (5, 2) (9, 2)

b) (3, 6) (11, 6) c) (-10, 3) (-6, 3)

Hegarty Maths Video Numbers: Unsure 199

Confident 200

Draw the following straight line graphs:
w/b 8th November

a) y = 2x + 6 b) y = 3x – 4 c) y = ½x + 5
Hegarty Maths Video Numbers: Unsure 206 Confident 208, 209
Find the gradient:

w/b 15th November

a) (3, 5) and (4, 7) b) (4, 6) and (5, 7) c) (3, 5) and (4, 5.5)
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 201, 202 Confident 203, 204

w/b 22nd November

Calculate the equations for the graphs described below.
a) Parallel to y = 3x – 18 and goes through (3,2) b) Parallel to y = 5x + 10 and goes through (4, 10).
Hegarty Maths Video Number: 214

w/b 29th November

Calculate the equations for the graphs described below.
a) Perpendicular to y = 2x + 4 at (2, 8) b) Perpendicular to y = 4x + 5 at (4, 16).
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 215 Confident 216

w/b 6th December

Find the x-intercept of the following lines and make a sketch of each:
a) y = 4x – 12 b) y = 6x + 4 c) y = -2x – 3
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 205 Confident 206

w/b 13th December

Find the y-intercept of the following lines and make a sketch of each:
a) y = 4x – 12 b) y = 6x + 4 c) y = -2x – 3
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 206 Confident 207
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GCSE Biology (Combined and separates)

2

3

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary
Definition
Long strands of molecules that
DNA
contain an individuals genetic
information.
Contains the genetic information for a
Nucleus
cell (eukaryotic only)
Daughter
Cells produced at the end of mitosis
cell
and meiosis
The cell that divides as part of mitosis
Parent cell
and meiosis
Something that has been passed down
Inherited
from parents through genetics.
A cell with half the number of
chromosomes (or a single set of
Haploid
chromosomes)
A cell containing two copies of each
Diploid
chromosome (a full set)
Chromosom
Thin strands of DNA found in the
e
nucleus of cells
Fibres that attach to the centromere
Spindle
of chromosomes to pull them apart in
Fibres
cell division
Eukaryotic
Cells that have a nucleus e.g. animal
cells
and plant cells.
A structure in the centre of a
chromosome that holds the two
Centromere
strands together.
A cell that can become some but not
Adult stem
all types of cells. Found in bone
cell
marrow and the umbilical cord
Embryonic
A cell that can become all types of
stem cell
cells. Found in developing embryos

Section B: Mitosis

Topic 1: Cell division
Section C: Meiosis

Section D: Comparing mitosis and meiosis
Mitosis

Meiosis

Use for division

Growth and
repair

Sex cell
formation

Number of daughter
cells made

2

4

Number of divisions

1

2

Chromosome
number in final cell

2n (e.g. 46 in
humans)

n (e.g. 23 in
humans)

Cell type created

Diploid

Haploid

Section E: Stem cells

red blood
stem

nerve
liver
skin

Chemistry- Atomic structure and the periodic table
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Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Chemical property

How a substance behaves
when it undergoes a chemical
reaction. Eg how it reacts
with water
Properties of a substance you
can observe. Eg its hardness,
melting point
Definition

Physical property

Tier 3 Vocabulary
Group

Vertical column in the
periodic table

Period

A row of elements in the
periodic table

Valence electrons

Electrons in the outer shell of
an atom

Proton

Subatomic particle with a
charge of +1 and a relative
mass of 1
Subatomic particle with a
charge of 0 and a relative
mass of 1
Subatomic particle with a
charge of -1 and a relative
mass of 0.0005
Atoms with the same number
of protons but different
numbers of neutrons

Neutron

Electron

Isotopes

Transition metals
• Form coloured compounds
• Useful as catalysts
• Form ions with different charges
• Less reactive than group 1

Group 7
• Also known as halogens
• Reactivity decreases down the
group
• Displacement reactions:
A more reactive halogen
displaces a less reactive halogen
Eg. KI + Cl2  KCl + I2

Group 0
• Also known as noble gases
• Boiling points increase down
the group
• Do not react due to their full
outer shell of electrons

Group 1 elements
• Also known as alkali metals
• Reactivity increases down the group.
• React vigorously with water
• Eg K + H2O  KOH + H2

Arrangement of the periodic table
Elements in the modern periodic table are
placed in order of increasing atomic number.
Dmitri Mendeleev is the scientist responsible
for the periodic table. He ordered the elements
in increasing atomic weight and left gaps for
elements that had not been discovered yet.

GCSE Physics
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Definition

Work Done

The transfer of energy by a force.
Measured in Joules (J).

Power

The energy transformed
or transferred per second.
Measured in Watts (W).
Prevents heat from escaping a
container or from entering the
container.
A material that allows energy in
the form of heat, to be
transferred through the material,
without any movement of the
material itself.

Conductor
(thermal)

Thermal
conductivity

Thermal conductivity is a
measure of how well a material
conducts heat.
It is measured in W/m or J/s/m.

Renewable

Resources that will never run out
as they can be ‘renewed’.

Non-renewable

Section C: Reducing unwanted energy transfer

The best insulators will have a lower thermal conductivity
as lesson energy will be transferred through it every
second.
This depends on the following factors:
• The material it is made from.
• Thickness of the materials.
• Temperature difference across the material.
Section D: Comparing energy resources

Energy resources, both renewable and non-renewable, are mostly used for generating electricity but also
transport and heating.
Non-renewable sources can damage the environment and will ‘run out’ one day, but they are all reliable.

E.g. Solar, Wind, Hydroelectric…
A resource that cannot be
replaced after is has been used.
E.g. Coal, oil, gas and nuclear.

Work done

Section B: Calculations
Power

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠
W= Work done (J)
F= Force (N)
s=Distance moved (m)
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Insulation reduces the rate of energy transfer by heating.

Vocabulary

Insulator
(thermal)

Topic: Energy

𝑊
𝑡
P= Power (w)
W= Work done (J)
T= Time(s)
𝑃=

The mind map shows some renewable sources and their
advantages/disadvantages.

HISTORY

What caused World War One?
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World War One Key Vocabulary
Assassination

When someone is murdered often for
political reasons

A union of two or more countries who agree
to defend one another
Armistice
An agreement to end fighting.
When two or more countries compete to
Arms Race
build up their armed forces.
Militarism
the belief that a country should maintain a
strong military capability and be prepared to
use it aggressively to defend or promote
national interests
Imperialism
a policy of extending a country's power and
influence through colonization, use of
military force, or other means.
Nationalism
identification with one's own nation and
support for its interests, especially to the
exclusion or detriment of the interests of
other nations.
Triple Entente A friendship between Britain, France and
Russia.
Triple Alliance An alliance made up of Germany, AustriaHungary and later Italy.
Schlieffen Plan Germany’s plan to attack France by invading
through Belgium.
Alliance

Bravo Belgium
A cartoon praising Belgium
for their efforts against the
German invasion in 1914.

What caused the First World War?
M - Militarism – Nations began to build up their
military. Arms Race – Germany and Britain both
wanted to have a navy capable of controlling the
seas.

A - Alliances – These linked countries together and
escalated the scale of disagreements.

I – Imperialism - Empire – Germany was jealous of
Britain’s empire. The empire gave Britain access to
resources and wealth.

N – Nationalism – Some countries wanted to break

A recruitment poster
encouraging the empire to join
the British army and a antiGerman propaganda poster
blaming German imperialism.

World War One Key Dates

World War One Key Knowledge

away from empires. The Serbian people did not want
to be part of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. This led
to the assassination of Franz Ferdinand – Sparked the
alliance system to declare war on one another.
Schlieffen Plan – Britain joined the war when
Germany invaded Belgium. Britain had signed an
alliance promising to protect the Belgium.

1882

The formation of the Triple Alliance

1907

The Triple Entente formed

1908

The peak of the Naval Race where Germany
and Britain were competing to build war ships

28th June
1914
4th Aug
1914
1916 Jan

Assassination of Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand

1916 JulyNov

Outbreak of World War One
Conscription into the English Army
introduced.
The Battle of the Somme

The Battle of the Somme
1st July – Nov 1916
450,000 British soldiers killed (20,000 on the first day)
Several Pal’s battalions were wiped out.
2 million shells fired at the German lines
1917
The USA officially joins the war.
1918
Rationing introduced in Britain
1918
World War Ends

HISTORY
World War One Key Vocabulary

How did the First World impact Britain?
World War One Key Knowledge

Patriotism

devotion to and vigorous support for one's
country.

Why did so many men volunteer for the army?

Pal’s
Battalions

Sections of the army whereby men who
joined up as friends were allowed to fight
together.
Men aged 18-41 were forced to join the
army to fight in the war.

Patriotism
Guilt
Opportunity for travel and adventure
Better employment opportunity

Conscription
Conscientious
Objector

A person who refuses to fight in the armed
forces due to their beliefs or religion.

Trenches

A long narrow ditch dug into the ground for
soldiers to stay out of enemy fire.

The Western
Front

The area of Western Europe where the
German trenches met the British and French
trenches.
The civilian population still in Britain
supporting the war effort e.g through
working in factories.
Encouraging and selecting new people for
particular jobs e.g the army

The Home
Front
Recruitment
Propaganda

Information, sometimes misleading, issued
to promote a particular point of view.

Censorship

The suppression of people’s views or
opinions. No freedom of the press.
The Defence Against the Realm Act –
introduced 8th August 1914

DORA
Rationing

Limiting the amount of key supplies
including food that each person was allowed
to have

How did DORA affect life in Britain?
Introduced censorship, limited pub opening hours and the
working day was extended.
Prohibited buying binoculars, giving brad to horses or chickens,
killed pigeons, discussing military matters in public, writing in
invisible ink, lighting bonfires or fireworks.

Why did World War One End?
USA entered the war – Spring 1918 50,000 new troops troops for
the Western Front.
British Naval Blockade – Prevented supplies reaching Germany.
Very effective. People in Germany were starving.
Ludendorff Offensive – Final push from the Germans failed.
400,000 Germans killed and there were no reserves.

Who were the Big Three?
Britain – David Lloyd George
America – Woodrow Wilson
France – Georges Clemenceau

What were the terms of the Treaty of Versailles?
Loss of Land – Polish corridor, Czechoslovakia
Loss of Money - £6.6 billion
Loss of Military – No conscription, tanks or air force, 6
battleships, Rhineland demilitarise.
Loss of Pride – German people blamed for the war
League of Nations – An assembly of countries who pledged to
avoid war through discussion and economic sanctions.
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Geography – What is development?
Quality of life

Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

the total value of all the products
and
services produced by a country in a year.

Human
Development
Index (HDI)

A measure of development taking into account
health, education and GDP.

Primary
employment

Collecting raw materials from the land and sea,
e.g. farming, forestry, mining, fishing.

Secondary
employment

Manufacturing raw materials into products, e.g.
furniture, cars, TVs, washing machines.

Tertiary
employment

Providing services to businesses and people,
e.g. retailing, drivers, nurses, accountants,
lawyers, bar staff, receptionist.

Quaternary
employment

Using technology to provide information and
expertise, e.g. research and development,
aerospace,

Population
density

The average number of people per square
kilometer

Top-down
development

A large scale project funded by the government
or TNC with little or no involvement of the local
communities

Bottom up
development

A small scale project funded by NGOs and locals

Contraception

Anything that prevents a woman from getting
pregnant

Section C: Africa

Section B: Key Information

Section A: Key Terms
all the factors that affect a person’s general
well-being and happiness.

1. Factors affecting development

•
•
2. Changing employment structures graph

•

•
•
•

•

Fertility rates

The average number of children a woman has

Birth rates

The number of births per every 1000 women

3. Barriers to development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corruption/poor management
Overpopulation
Climate
Natural Hazards
Trade
Access to natural resources

•
•
•

There are 54 countries and one “non-self
governing territory”, the Western Sahara, in
Africa.
All of Africa was colonized by foreign
powers during the “scramble for Africa”, except
Ethiopia and Liberia.
Africa is the second most populous continent
with about 1.1 billion people or 16% of the
world’s population. Over 50% of Africans are
under the age of 25.
The continent’s population will more than double
to 2.3 billion people by 2050.
Africa is the world’s poorest and most
underdeveloped continent with a continental
GDP that accounts for just 2.4% of global GDP.
Almost 40% of adults in Africa are illiterate –
two-thirds are women. Adult literacy rates are
below 50% in Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia,
Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Sierra Leone and
The Gambia.
Over 25 million people are HIV-positive on the
continent and over 17 million have died of the
disease already.
The Second Congo War claimed over 5.4 million
lives and is the deadliest worldwide conflict since
World War II.
There are fewer people with internet connections
in Africa than there are in just New York City.
Approximately 90% of all cases of malaria
worldwide occur in Africa, accounting for 24% of
all child deaths in sub-Saharan Africa.

A.

Judaism Key Vocabulary

Anti-Semitism
Ark of the Covenant

Bimah
Conservative Jews

Covenant

Gemara
Hasidic Jews
Hester Panim

Holocaust
Idols
Kashrut
Kippah
Kosher
Menorah
Mitzvot
Orthodox Jews
Persecution
Pikuach Nefesh

Promised Land
Rabbi
Shabbat
Shema

Shoah
Tanakh
Torah
Zionism

Persecution of Jewish people
The box that housed the two
tablets of stone on which the
original Ten Commandments were
written
The platform where the Torah
scrolls are read
Jews who preserve Jewish rituals
and traditions but are more flexible
in interpreting Jewish laws than
orthodox Jews
Agreement between God and the
people
Part of the Talmud,
A group within Orthodox Judaism
who follow a strict religious lifestyle
A belief that God ‘hid his face
during the Holocaust because he
could not interfere with free will
The killing of six million Jews by
Nazi Germany
Statues that are worshipped
Jewish food laws
A head covering worn during prayer
Food that is acceptable for Jews to
eat, ‘fit’
A seven-branched candlestick and a
symbol of divine light in the world
Jewish Laws
Jews who believe in maintaining
the traditional beliefs and practices
Discrimination against people
because of their beliefs
The principle that nearly any
religious law can be broken in order
to preserve human life
An area of land in the Middle East
given to Jews by God
Leader of a synagogue
A day of rest
Most important prayer in Judaism

A term for the Holocaust, which
means calamity or catastrophe
Main Jewish scripture
Most important holy text
A Jewish movement aimed to
establish and continue the Jewish
state of Israel

RE

What do Jews believe?

B. Judaism Key Knowledge
Believers:
There are different types of Jews; Orthodox, Reform, Conservative and Liberal Jews. They
all believe slightly different things and practise Judaism in different ways Jews who do
not believe in God are called secular Jews.
Beliefs about
Jews are monotheist, where they believe in One God (G-d). They believe that G-d is
God:
eternal, meaning He has no beginning or end and that He is the creator of everything.
Jews also believe that God is almighty and that He is a good, loving G-d. Many Jews
believe that the name of G-d is so holy that it should not be spoken or written. They often
write G-d instead.
Sources of
The main Jewish scriptures are called the Tanakh, or the Hebrew Bible, as the scriptures
Authority:
are originally written in Hebrew. The Tanakh is divided into three sections. The most
important is the Torah as this teaches Jews about how their religion began and the laws
that G-d wants them to follow in their covenant. Jews tend not to be too focused on
happens after we die. Their focus is on living a good life by following the laws G-d has set.
Signs and
Birth is important as it is seen as a gift from G-d that should be celebrated. Circumcision is
symbols:
seen as a sign of G-d’s everlasting covenant. Bar Mitzvah and Bat Mitzvah are when boys
and girls ‘come of age’ as they are seen as being responsible for their own actions.
Worship:
Jews pray three times a day: morning, afternoon and evening. Some Jews attend a
synagogue every day for these prayers, but for most Jews this is not practical, so they will
pray at home. They may pray as because they want to praise and thank G-d, or ask him
for something or just to keep him at the forefront of their minds. The main goal of
worship is to build a relationship between G-d and the individual.
Special places:
First Temple: King David had wanted to build a Temple to house the Ark of the Covenant,
The Temple &
but this only happened when King Solomon ruled. The Temple was the only place where
Synagogue
specific rituals such as animal sacrifices were performed and most Jews would try to visit
once a year. This was attacked and eventually destroyed by the Babylonians and the Jews
were captured and exiled. The Ark of the Covenant was lost.
Second Temple: Once the Jews returned to Jerusalem they rebuilt the Temple. At the
centre of the Second Temple, was the Holy of Holies and this this was left empty as it
would have contained the Ark of the Covenant.
The Temple today: Again the Temple was destroyed but by the Romans, the only part of
the building that remains is a wall known as the Western Wall.
Synagogue: Jews meet to worship G-d in buildings called Synagogues, this is where they
come together and learn about G-d and think about how He would want them to live.
Important times: Jewish festivals such as Rosh Hashanah which is the first day of the Jewish year. This is
when G-d writes down a person’s actions, good and bad and makes decisions about what
sort of year they will have. Yom Kippur is the holiest day of they ear as I is the day the
Jewish people seek forgiveness from G-d and repair their relationship with Him. Pesach is
when Jews remember the night when the angel of death passed over Egypt, killing the
firstborn sons of the Egyptians but sparing the Israelite boys. It is to remember G-d’s
power and the covenant they have with Him.

C. Key People
Abraham

Isaac

Jacob

Moses

Anne Frank

Eliezer
Berkovitz

Emil
Fackenheim

Richard
Rubenstein

Lived 4000 years ago and was tested by G-d to
see how strong his faith was in G-d. G-d made a
covenant with him and would bless him and his
family.
Abraham’s son, G-d tested Abraham by telling
him to sacrifice Isaac, he showed G-d he was
willing to obey Him and an angel appeared, told
Abraham to stop and he passed the test
Isaac had twins, Jacob and Esau, Jacob had 12
sons and they moved to Egypt as there was
drought. G-d changed Jacob’s name to Israel
and the sons became the 12 tribes of Israel.
G-d told Moses to free the Israelites and lead
them to the land God had promised them. G-d
gave Moses the 10 Commandments
Jewish girl fled from Nazi Germany to
Amsterdam to avoid persecution. She hid for 2
years until they were arrested and sent to a
concentration camp where she died of disease.
She wrote a diary about the experience.
Orthodox Jewish Rabbi who claimed that G-d
was not responsible for the Holocaust. He
believed that G-d wanted to stop the suffering
but couldn’t as he’d meddle with human free
will.
Rabbi who argued that turning away from
Judaism after the Holocaust was the equivalent
of giving Hitler a victory as Hitler’s aim was to
wipe Judaism from the face of the earth. He
thought that Jews had a responsibility to unite
and continue the Jewish family and faith.
He argued that after the horror of the
Holocaust, Jews could no longer believe that Gd is omnipotent, or that they are His chosen
people. The covenant between G-d and
Abraham had been destroyed. After the
Holocaust more Jews became secular as they
could not believe in a G-d anymore but would
continue the practices and rituals of Judaism.

SPANISH – Winter Festivals
Section A – Festivals
Día de los Muertos = Day of the Dead (1st Nov)
Las navidades = Christmas holidays
Nochebuena = Christmas Eve (24th Dec)
Navidad = Christmas (25th Dec)
El día de los Inocentes = April Fool’s Day equivalent (28th
Dec)
Nochevieja = New Year’s Eve (31st Dec)
Día de los Reyes = Three King’s Day/ Epiphany (6th Jan)
¿Cuándo se celebra? = When is it celebrated?
¿Dónde se celebra? = Where is it celebrated?
Se celebra en… = It’s celebrated on/in…
¿Qué se celebra en esta fiesta? = What is celebrated in
the festival?
¿Es una fiesta triste o alegre? = Is it a happy or sad
festival?
¿Qué hace la gente en esta fiesta? = What do people do
in this festival?
La gente lleva/celebra/come = People wear/celerate/eat
Section D – Near future tense
Subject

IR

Yo

voy

Tú

vas

Él/Ella/
Usted

va

Nosotros

vamos

Vosotros

vais

Ellos/Ellas/
Ustedes

van

+a

E.g. Voy a comer
= I’m going eat

+
infinitive
verb

Vamos a cenar =
We are going to
eat dinner
Van a llevar =
They are going
to wear

Section C – Las navidades

Section B – Día de los muertos
Familias = families Cementario = cemetery
Tumbas = tombs
Alma = soul
Flores = flowers
Ofrendas = offerings
Difuntos/muertos = dead (relatives)
Abrir regalos = to open presents
Vaso de agua = glass of water
Vela = candle
Altar = altar
Pan de muerto = the dead’s bread
Calavera = skull
Copal = insense that is burned
Calacas = skeletons
Papel picado = paper decorations
Iluminación – ceremony in the graveyard where
hundreds of candles are lit
Colores = colours
Recordar = to remember
Honrar = to honour una máscara = a mask
Regresar = to return

Mantecados y polvorones = special Christmas day
sweets/pastries
Turrón = a Spanish sweet similar to nougat
Uvas = grapes
Roscón de reyes = a cake for the 3 kings day
Los reyes magos = the 3 kings
Regalarse = to give a present
Marisco = seafood
Pescado = fish
Pavo = turkey
Cordero = lamb
Champán = champagne
Procesión/la cabalgata = parade/of the 3 kings
Decorar el árbol = decorate the tree
Cantar villancicos = sing carols
Ir de Misa del Gallo = go to Midnight Mass
mandar postales navideñas = send Christmas cards
estar de vacaciones = be on holiday
hacer una cena especial = eat a special dinner

Section E – Verbs like « me gusta »
These verbs all follow the pattern of ‘me gusta’. If you
like one thing use ‘me gusta’. If you like more than
one thing use ‘me gustan’.
No me gusta = I don’t like
Me encanta = I love
Me importa = …is important to me
Me chifla = I really like
Me interesa = I’m interested in/it interests me
Me fascina = I’m fascinated by/it fascinates me
Me molesta/fastidia = I’m annoyed by/it annoys me
Me asusta = I’m scared of/it scares me
Me preocupa = I’m worried about/it worries me
Me apasiona = I’m passionate about
Me aburre = I’m bored by/it bores me

Section F – Debating
Desde mi punto de vista = From my point of
view
Creo que = I believe that
Pienso que = I think that
(no) estoy de acuerdo (con) = I (don’t) agree
(with)
Tienes razón = you’re right
Estás loco/a = Are you crazy?
Estoy a favor = I’m in favour
Entiendo = I understand
Estoy en contra = I disagree
Prefiero = I prefer
Preferiría = I would prefer
14
Me gustaría = I would like

PE – The skeleton and its functions

Function of the Skeleton
• Support: the bones are solid and rigid.
They keep us upright and hold the rest of
the body – the muscles and organs – in
place.
• Movement: the skeleton helps the body
move by providing anchor points for the
muscles to pull against.
• Structural shape and points for
attachment: the skeleton gives us our
general shape such as height and build.
The skeleton also provides anchorage
points for the muscles to attach via
tendons, so when muscles contract
movement occurs.
• Protection: certain parts of the skeleton
enclose and protect the body’s organs
from external forces e.g. the brain is inside
the cranium. This function is especially
important in activities that involve
contact. E.g. rugby, boxing.
• Production of Blood Cells: the bone
marrow in long bones and ribs produce
red and white blood cells.
• Mineral Storage: bones store several
minerals e.g. calcium, which can be
released into the blood when needed.

Cranium

Types of Bones
Scapula
Sternum
Humerus

Ribs

Vertebrae

FLAT BONES: protect
vital organs e.g.
cranium protects
your brain, ribs
protect heart and
lungs.

Ulna
Radius

Pelvis

Femur
Patella

Tibia

Fibula

Talus

LONG BONES: enable
gross (large)
movements e.g.
femur, tibia and fibula
in the leg which allow
us to run, humerus,
radius and ulna in
arm which allows us
to throw a ball.

SHORT BONES:
enable fine (small)
movements e.g.
fingers allowing you
to spin a cricket ball.
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Y9 Design and Technology
Key Vocabulary

Manufacturing processes
Name

Description

Polishing

Rubbing a surface to make it shine and to
enhance its appearance.
Preparing a materials surface ready for its
finish e.g. polishing or painting it.
Cutting out the pieces of material that
you need to make your parts
When cutting out more than one object
that is the same it is useful to make a
template. This is made from paper, card,
metal or plastic and is drawn around
making it quicker and easier to draw the
same object several times, accurately.
How good something is. How well it has
been made, how long it will last for, how
nice it is to use or how nice it looks.
Using a drilling machine to cut a hole
into, or completely through a material.

Smoothing
Cutting out
Templates

Quality

Drilling

Materials
Name

Description and image

Thermoplastics

A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped. Because these plastics
have what we call a ‘Plastic Memory’,
they can be reheated and reshaped.
Can also be easily recycled.
A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped but once they cool
down they ‘set’ in that shape and
cannot be reshaped again. This means
they are good at resisting heat but
difficult to recycle.
A hard, but brittle, plastic that comes
in a variety of colours and clear, like
glass, used for signs and other objects.

Thermosetting
plastics

Acrylic

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a
pattern, a property or a process. Give some
identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain

Tools and equipment
Name

Description and image

Files

Made from high carbon steel
and used for smoothing and
shaping softer metals like Steel,
Copper, Brass and Aluminium.
A drill used for creating holes
that is floor mounted and has a
long metal pillar holding it up.
A drill bit is the sharp tool put
into a drill to cut the hole. These
come in a range of different
sizes to create the size of hole
that you need.
A saw with a deep throat (gap
between the frame and blade)
that has a narrow blade. This
allows the saw to be easily
turned so that it can be used to
cut out complicated shapes.
A paper with abrasive metal
granules stuck to it. It is
waterproof so can be used Wet
or Dry. By using it wet the water
helps it slide more thus giving
an even smoother finish.

Pillar drill

Drill bit

Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Control
measures
Target
audience
Challenge

Something used to protect against a specific
danger in a workshop.
The person or people you are designing the
product for.
The push yourself to achieve the very best and
sometimes out of your comfort zone.
The product matches the needs of the end
user/client and is unique to their requirements.
The good or positive things that the product will
bring to the user/client.
Clearly describe the product being designed with
lots of information and clarity.
What the product is designed to do and how well
it performs the task.
What the final product will look like, colours,
textures, shape, patterns, etc.
A detailed list of all the things that need to be
Considered when designing and making a product.

Personalised
Benefits
Annotate
Functionality
Aesthetics
Specification

Coping saw

Wet and dry paper
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Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Key Facts

A short statement describing
the aim/product
Specification A set of detailed points
describing the product
The appearance of the product
Aesthetics
Design Brief

How much a product cost to
make and buy
Customer
Who will buy and/or use the
product
Environment What impact will the product
have on the environment
Cost

Size
Safety

The dimensions and weight of
the product
Is the product safe to use? Are
there any safety hazards?

Function

What the product needs to do

Materials

What is the product made from

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Analysis

Detailed description using Point,
Evidence Explain
Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software
Computer Aided Manufacture
e.g. Laser Cutter

CAD
CAM

Year 9 Design and Technology - Engineering

Sustainability Considering the environment
and preserving resources for the
future

Questions:
What unit of
measurement is used in
the workshop?
What tool would you use
to support a piece of
wood whilst cutting?

Answers:
Millimetres (mm) These are part
of the metric system.
(centimetres and metres)

Where does natural
timber come from? Give
an example of a softwood
and a hardwood.

Natural timbers come from trees
and are cut into planks. Examples
are Pine (softwood) and Oak
(hardwood)

What are manufactured
boards? Give examples

Give 3 advantages of
Computer Aided Design

Give 3 disadvantages of
Computer Aided Design

What is Computer Aided
Manufacture and what
are the advantages of it?

A vice

Manufactured boards are made
from a mixture of wood and glue.
They are made into sheets or
boards.
Examples are plywood, MDF and
chipboard.
You can produce accurate
drawings
Files can be shared.
Products can be tested before they
are made.
Expensive to set up
Files can be lost or corrupted
It removes the need for traditional
drawing skills
CAM is using programmable
machines to manufacture
products. This could be a CNC
lathe, milling machine, laser cutter
or 3D printer. They are faster and
more accurate than traditional
methods.

Timbers – Sources and Origins
HARDWOODS
(DECIDUOUS) Sometimes
called Broad-leaf trees.
They lose their leaves in
winter. Hardwoods tend
to be harder than
Softwoods (with the
exception of Balsa Wood)

SOFTWOODS
(CONIFEROUS)
Softwoods are from
trees that have
needles not leaves.
They grow quickly,
compared to most
hardwoods
Softwoods are used
by the construction
industry and are also
used to produce
paper pulp, and card
products.
MANMADE BOARDS Manmade
boards are commonly used in
the construction industry, for
interior fittings and furniture.
The three main types are;
Plywood’s (pictured), MDF
(Medium Density Fibre board)
Chipboard HARDWOODS

Y9 Design Technology - Technical Drawing
Technical Drawing
•
•
•
•
•

The basics of technical drawing
How to use the tools and equipment
used in technical drawing
How to Develop drawing and visualising
skills.
Explore the technique of rendering and
enhancing your drawings.
To develop your skills to produce
complex designs

Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature,
a pattern, a property or a process. Give
some identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain
Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Sketching

is drawn without any ‘aids’, has no straight edges
or uses any stencils or templates.
A drawing uses straight edges and equipment to
improve clarity and accuracy.
A long narrow mark or band
A line or outline which gradually deviates from
being straight for some or all of its length
A line that goes from right to left or left to right
across the page
A line that goes from bottom to top or top to
bottom on the page.
Two lines running side by side that will never
meet
The quality of being two dimensional
The quality of being Three dimensional
An aid to sketching
Creating the illusion of light, Tone, and texture
using graphic materials
All lines apart from the horizontal and vertical
lines direct towards and meet at the vanishing
point.

Key Diagrams

Drawing
Line
Curve

Horizontal
Vertical
Parallel
2D
3D
Crating
Rendering
Vanishing point

Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

State what equipment
should be used when
DRAWING a TRIANGLE
correctly.
Describe what makes
an isometric projection
different from a oblique
projection.

Ruler, Compass, Pencil, Paper,
Rubber

An Isometric projection has no
horizontal lines as all lines that
would be horizontal are drawn
at 30⁰. A Oblique projection is
drawn at 45⁰ and can have
horizontal lines because of this.
Explain how to produce 1. Turn the sections into 5
a tonal scale on a curve.
tonal stripes
2. Lightly divide the curved
shape into 5 sections
3. Add colour / shade getting
lighter / darker each time
in each section of the
curve.
4. Carefully blend together
the tones
Shading can give an illusion of
depth to your drawing
Evaluate the difference Advantages
Disadvantages
between a 1 point
perspective and 2 point Conclusion
perspective drawing
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Sensors and Motors

B – Flowcharts

Sensor

Overview

A device that automatically inputs
data into a computer system where
the data is:
• Constantly changing
• Can be measured

A flowchart is a diagram that
represents a set of instructions.
Flowcharts normally use standard
symbols to represent the different
instructions. There are few real rules
about the level of detail needed in a
flowchart.

Motors
Are used to control the system
and in response to the inputs
from sensors

Sometimes flowcharts are broken
down into many steps to provide a lot
of detail about exactly what is
happening. Sometimes they are
simplified so that a number of steps
occur in just one step

C – Using Mimics
Flowol
The Flowol software uses mimics to let you control systems
using flowcharts.
You will see the mimics have inputs/sensors in yellow
boxes – some allow you to click on/off others allow your to
increase and decrease a number. You should experiment to
understand them before solving the problem.
The white boxes
on the mimic are
outputs/motors
that you can
control
depending on
the inputs and
your algorithm.
Make sure to
experiment with
them as well.

Example

Evaluating Flowcharts and Algorithms

A simple program could be
created to ask someone
their name and age, and to
make a comment based on
these. This program
represented as a flowchart
would look like this

Once a solution has been designed using computational
thinking, it is important to make sure that the solution is fit
for purpose.
Once written, an algorithm should be checked to make sure
it:
•
•
•
•

is easily understood – is it fully decomposed?
is complete – does it solve every aspect of the problem?
is efficient – does it solve the problem, making best use
of the available resources (e.g. as quickly as
possible/using least space)?
meets any design criteria we have been given

DRAMA:REHEARSAL TECHNIQUES

You will develop techniques and skills to perform a
scripted piece.

Vocal skills

Definition

Articulation

The ability to make every sound
and consonant clear.

Ellipsis

A series of dots… that indicate a
pause of the intentional
omission of a word, sentence or
whole section from a piece of
text

Physical skills Definition
Body
language
Blocking
Eye contact

The non-verbal way in which a person
communicates their physical and
mental state through using facial
expressions, gesture and posture.
The process of placing performers in a
specific space on stage.
The state in which two people look
directly into one another's eyes.

Facial
expression
Gesture

An aspect of body language, using the
face to convey emotions or feelings.

Gait

How a character walks.
Levels can be created through
position of the body, set or staging
and can reflect relationships.
Small, repeated movements specific
to a character.
When your body is able to recreate
the exact same movements, gestures,
subtleties of a specific piece of
direction, every time.
Acting through body movement
without the use of speech.
The position in which someone holds
their body when standing, sitting or
walking.
The speed of a performer’s
movement.
The distance between performers on
stage that shows the relationship
between characters.
When two or
more people communicate with
or react to each other. This can be
verbally or non-verbally.
Helps an actor to move efficiently and
effectively on stage knowing the
whereabouts of other actors, sets,
props, the limits of the stage and
lighting.
Position of an individual in relation to
another or others, especially in regard
to social or professional standing.

Levels

Mannerisms
Movement
memory
Mime
Posture

Pace
Proxemics

Interaction
with others
Spatial
awareness

Status

Section C Vocabulary

Section B Vocabulary

Section A Vocabulary

Emphasis

A movement of the head, hand or
other body part to express meaning.

The pressure on individual words
that makes them stand out.
Emphasis or stress for a
particular effect is significant
and can change the meaning of a
sentence as well as the feeling
behind it.

Rehearsal techniques
Role on the wall

Hot seating
Improvisation

Improvising is inventing and creating content spontaneously. It's a great way to generate new
ideas and for creating and developing characters, using a variety of useful techniques.
Improvising is also a wonderful way of sharpening acting skills.

Narration

Narrating is adding a spoken commentary for the audience about the action onstage. A narrator is
like a storyteller informing the audience about the plot.

Still image

Freezing the action at a particular moment to fix it in the minds of the audience and ensure its
significance is not lost.
A thought-track is when a character steps out of a scene to address the audience about how
they’re feeling. Sharing thoughts in this way provides deeper insight into the character for an
audience.
A useful technique for exploring any kind of dilemma faced by a character, providing an
opportunity to analyse a decisive moment in greater detail. The class forms two lines facing each
other. One person walks between the lines as each member of the group speaks their advice.
When the character reaches the end of the alley, she makes her decision.

Thought tracking

Conscience Alley
Intonation

The rise and fall of the voice
which can be used to create
meaning. E.g. a rise in intonation
at the end of a line can indicate
a question.

Monotone

A voice that doesn’t change in
pitch or tone.

Projection

A strong, clear and loud voice.

Pace

The speed at which lines are
delivered

Pause

A short break in speech for
dramatic effect

Pitch

How high or low the voice
sounds.

Subtext

The meaning beneath action or
speech. The real feelings of a
character that they many not
show or express to another
character

Tone and vocal colour

The emotional sound of the
voice, e.g. frightened, angry,
joyful.

Volume

How loud or quiet the voice is

Definition
Where you write down your character description, what you think of yourself and what others
think of you. If studying a play you may use quotes to support your ideas of a character. This will
help you to understand your character better
An actor sits in the hot-seat and is questioned in role, spontaneously answering questions they
may not have considered before. Hot-seating helps an actor become more familiar with their role.

Section D Vocabulary
Role
Definition
In theatre there are many production roles. Some of these are made up of those who don’t act on stage, but they
contribute to the development of the performance. All the roles within theatre are equally important as each other. Cooperation, communication and team work are some of the skills needed across all roles in the performing arts industry.
Director

A director is responsible for the overall creative vision of the show.
They have to bring the different elements of the production together
to produce a final production that makes sense to an audience. They
have meetings with the design team at various stages during a
production and they also direct the performers and help them develop
their characters in rehearsals ahead of the final performance.

Actor

The primary responsibility of an actor is to portray a particular
character in each performance they give. They must also be able to
learn lines and take direction. An actor may also be required to sing
and dance, but this depends on the type of production.
Actors will usually audition in front of the director and a casting
director to get their part. They begin their work in the rehearsal room
with the director, before performing on stage in front of an audience.
They must ensure to maintain a high-quality performance each night,
during the run of the show.

Music placeholder
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tag

ART
Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Graffiti

Graffiti is writing or drawings made on a wall or
other surface, usually without permission and
within public view. Graffiti has existed since
ancient times, with examples dating back to
ancient Egypt, ancient Greece, and the Roman
Empire.

simple piece
wildstyle piece

Urban Art

Urban art is legal artwork where permission to
mark the surface has been granted by the owner
of the property. Urban Art is often known under
many names such as street art or mural art.

Piece

Piece (short for ‘masterpiece’) A large, complex,
and labour-intensive graffiti painting. Pieces often
incorporate 3-D effects and many colours.

Tag

Tag is a stylized personal signature that contains
graffiti writer's name.

Stencil

Stencils are made out of paper, cardboard, or
other media to create an image or text that is
easily reproducible. The design is cut out and then
the image is transferred to a surface through the
use of spray paint or roll-on paint.
The late actor Richard
Beckinsale, the late
singer/songwriter Edwin
Starr, and fashion designer Sir
Paul Smith have been spray
painted by international
street artist Zabou to
celebrate the influential
creatives of Beeston.

Modern graffiti art developed in New York during
the 1970’s.
when people began writing their names, or ‘tags’,
on buildings all over the city. Early taggers
included names like Taki 183, Julio 204, Cat 161.

Shepard Fairey is an
American
contemporary street
artist, graphic
designer, activist,
illustrator, and founder
of OBEY Clothing who
emerged from the
skateboarding scene

Banksy is an
anonymous Englandbased street artist,
active since the 1990s.
His satirical street art
combines dark humour
with graffiti executed in
a distinctive stencilling
technique.

Jean-Michel Basquiat
began spraying graffiti
on the street of New
York in the 1970s
before becoming a
respected artist in the
’80s.
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